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emise. Alas, when I found this game, I bought it and I was extremely disappointe
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look around because the default settings were set to ultra. For the record, I do

n&#39;t really have an issue with game devs doing this, but it leaves a bitter t
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pixels. The game was also very repetitive, so even if you have a NASA super-comp

uter you will get bored of this really quickly. I do not suggest this to anyone,

 no matter how enticing it looks. It was terrible and so incredibly frustrating;

 especially because I kept having to meddle with the settings and make the game 

actually playable (spoiler alert: I couldn&#39;t make it playable). Maybe if you

 have a NASA computer and also happen to have amnesia this game would be quite e

njoyable, but unfortunately I see a lot of people having the same disappointment

 as I am. I really wish I could have this refunded, even just half of the money 

I spent on this. I&#39;m unsure if Steam would let that happen, so for now I jus

t suggest you don&#39;t get this game unless you get it free somehow.&lt;/p&gt;
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